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Two post 9 / 11 cartoon movies: Sin City (Robert Rodriguez, Frank 

Miller, 2005) and V for Vendetta (James McTeigue, 2005) 
 

 
 

It’s a comic-strip world. Only (hitherto) in comic strips (“graphic novels”) has evil 

and hypocrisy flaunted itself so blatantly as in the activities of Cheney, Rumsfeld, 

Rice, Bush their chimpanzee front man, and Blair their British flunkey. How to make 

a comic strip into a film? Just do a documentary on the White House? With Batman 

and Superman, they just … make it into a film: and that’s roughly what James 

McTeigue does with V for Vendetta. But Robert Rodriguez (for Sin City was his 

concept), goes all the other way, and storyboards the whole thing from frames which 

Frank Miller, the original cartoonist, has created. He then removes all colour except 

splashes of black and yellow … or green, in the case of Rutger Hauer’s eyes … or 

red, in the case of Clive Owen’s trainers … so if you get bored with the ultra-

violence, you can always fixate on the question, “Which part of the palette will they 

privilege next?” 

 The effect is original, and Sin City looks like no other film you ever saw. 

Monolinear acting, in front of green screens, without the other actors there, has never 

been so good (for we understand that even though Elijah Wood and Mickey Rourke 

spend a whole episode kicking, slashing and chainsawing the shit out of one another, 

they didn’t meet till after it was all finished). 

 All the film’s protagonists share an ethical sense. Each acknowledges a Moral 

Imperative, albeit in their own idiom: “Stay smart. Stay cool. It’s time to prove to 

your friends that you’re worth a damn. Sometimes that means dying. Sometimes it 

means killing a whole lot of people”. As many as possible, in some cases … ethics are 

doubly terrific if you can satisfy them while deriving a sadistic thrill from doing so: “I 

love hit men. No matter what you do to them, you don’t feel bad”. 

 In Sin City, the politics are generalised, based the feeling that everything’s loused 

up from top to bottom. “Power comes from lying …” growls Powers Booth. He runs 

the show, and is father to the guy whose balls Bruce Willis shoots off in the first reel. 
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“… lying big and the whole damn world will play along with you – once you got 

everybody agreeing with what they know in their hearts ain’t true, you got ’em by the 

balls”. 

 It’s a Fox News philosophy. 

 

 
 

 V for Vendetta on the other hand takes what was apparently (I’d never heard of it 

– don’t read papers, or graphic novels), an anti-Thatcher polemic (remember her?) 

from the 1980s, and updates it for our own infant century. The action starts with – 

hey! – a controlled explosion, which demolishes the Old Bailey, to the sound of the 

1812 Overture. It ends with – hey! – another controlled explosion, which demolishes 

the Houses of Parliament. The fascist government, which controls every square inch 

of media (and at once bans the 1812 Overture), claims that – hey! – the controlled 

explosion was their idea! Even though it happened at midnight, at the start of 

November 5th. By inverting 9 / 11, the scenario mirrors it. 

 Whatever goes wrong, the spin doctors make it look right. Or try to. 

 But there are worms of disintegration within the establishment itself. “What if the 

worst – the most horrifying biological attack in this country’s history was not the 

work of religious extremists? … If our own government was responsible for the 

deaths of almost a hundred thousand people – would you really want to know?” asks 

Stephen Rea: and does not stay for an answer. 

 Way back in a period when everything was a mess (unlike now), they did, you 

see, a genetic experiment to create perfect humans. Needless to say, it went wrong, 

most of the “criminals” experimented on died, and the bacillus got out. Now the 

government (led by Hitlerian John Hurt, lieutenanted by terrifying Tim Piggott-

Smith), is anxious to keep not just it, but everything and everyone quiet. But they 

reckon without the ubiquitous terrorist “V”, who lives underground, and is quietly and 

efficiently moving up the chain of command, eliminating layer after tranche after 

echelon … “V” wants not just to overthrow the regime, but to empower the people, to 

make sure the Thatcherite/Bushist/Blairite bad guys are neutralised forever. 
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 “V” wears a mask – Hugo Weaving’s face is never seen, either a very brave or a 

very confident career decision. Instead, the beautiful Natalie Portman appears in 

nearly every shot, about a quarter of them with her head shaved – another very 

confident career decision. (Sin City, by the way, is worth seeing just for Brittany 

Murphy, one of those actors who finds a different tone, and a different-but-

appropriate expression, for every line). 

 “V” wears his mask so that all around him can discard their masks. Yes, he’s a 

superhero; but he’s also a revenge hero, like the Jacobean Guy Fawkes whose false 

face he wears, or like the romantic Edmond Dantès, the Count of Monte Cristo. 

Motivated by evil feelings, he knows, like Hamlet or Bosola, that only by dying can 

he wipe out not just the guilt of the System, but also his own guilt. As he dies, the 

poor old H of P explodes, the System is pulverised, and the whole population remove 

their masks, enabled anarcho-syndically by “V”s Christ-like sacrifice. 

 It’s a happy fantasy – good material for a graphic novel. In graphic novels you 

don’t have to ask questions: like, how could a System which spies on everyone 

everywhere (and with cutting-edge, post-Orwellian technology too), allow someone to 

pack a tube train with explosives and re-open all the underground lines which once 

ran beneath Westminster, but which the System had blocked off? 

 You ask questions such as this, because V for Vendetta looks like a normal film; 

but you don’t ask them about Sin City, because Sin City looks like, and is like, nothing 

on earth. 

 

 


